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This article investigates algorithmic learning, in the limit, of correct
programs for recursive functions f from both inputoutput examples of f
and several interesting varieties of approximate additional (algorithmic)
information about f. Specifically considered, as such approximate addi-
tional information about f, are Rose’s frequency computations for f and
several natural generalizations from the literature, each generalization
involving programs for restricted trees of recursive functions which
have f as a branch. Considered as the types of trees are those with
bounded variation, bounded width, and bounded rank. For the case of
learning final correct programs for recursive functions, EX-learning,
where the additional information involves frequency computations, an
insightful and interestingly complex combinatorial characterization of
learning power is presented as a function of the frequency parameters.
For EX-learning (as well as for BC-learning, where a final sequence of
correct programs is learned), for the cases of providing the types of
additional information considered in this paper, the maximal probability
is determined such that the entire class of recursive functions is learnable
with that probability. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the traditional setting of inductive inference the learner
receives inputoutput examples of an unknown recursive
function f and has to learn a program for f. In real life
a learner usually has ‘‘additional information’’ available.
There are several approaches in the literature to incorporate
this fact into the learning model, for instances by providing
an upper bound for the size of the minimal program which
computes f (Freivalds and Wiehagen [16]), by providing a
higher-order program for f (Baliga and Case [3]), by allow-
ing access to an oracle (Fortnow et al. [14]), by answering
questions about f formulated by the learner in some first-
order language (Gasarch and Smith [18]), and by presenting
‘‘training sequences’’ (Angluin et al. [2]).
In this paper we follow a different route; we provide
additional information in the form of algorithms that
approximate f. In the context of robot planning,
McDermott [34] says, ‘‘Learning makes the most sense
when it is thought of as filling in the details in an algorithm
that is already nearly right.’’ As will be seen, the particular
approximations we consider can be thought of as algo-
rithms that are nearly right except for needing details to be
filled in. The notions of approximation which we consider
are also of interest in complexity theory [6] and recursion
theory [4].
A classical approximation notion is (m, n)-computation
(also called frequency computation) introduced by Rose
[39] and first studied by Trakhtenbrot [42]. Here the
approximating algorithm computes, for any n pairwise
different inputs x1 , ..., xn , a vector ( y1 , ..., yn) such that at
least m of the yi are correct, i.e., are such that yi= f (xi).
EX-style learning [9] requires of each function in a class
learned that, in the limit, a single correct program be found.
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In Section 3 below we provide a combinatorial characteriza-
tion of all m, n, m$, n$ such that every class which can be
EX-learned from (m, n)-computations can also be EX-learned
from (m$, n$)-computations. The combinatorial conditions for
this characterization turn out to be interestingly complex. In
this same section we also prove an interesting duality result
comparing the learning of programs from (m, n)-computations
with the learning of (m, n)-computations.
In Section 4 we determine the maximal probability p>0
such that the class of all recursive functions is learnable with
probability p from (m, n)-computations by a probabilistic
inductive inference machine. We show that for mn2 there
is no such probabilistic machine; whereas, for m>n2, we
show that p=1(n&m+1) is the maximal p such that there
is a probabilistic inductive inference machine which infers
all recursive functions with probability p from (m, n)-
computations. BC-style learning [9] requires of each func-
tion in a class learned that, in the limit, an infinite sequence
of correct programs be found. Our results of this section
hold for both EX- and BC-learning.
Providing an (m, n)-computation for f can be considered
as a special case of providing a partial first-order specifica-
tion of f (see the discussion at the beginning of Section 5
below). The idea is that the set of all solutions of a partial
first-order specification can be pictured as the set of all
branches of a recursive tree. Thus it is also natural to look
at approximative information in the form of a recursive tree
T such that f is a branch of T.
In this regard we consider several classes of recursive trees
parameterized by natural numbers: trees of bounded varia-
tion, bounded width, or bounded rank. These classes are
known from the literature, and they have the pleasing
property that all the branches of their trees are recursive
(see [21]). In Section 5 below, for each of these classes of
approximate additional information, we determine the
maximal probability p such that all recursive functions
are learnable. In contrast to the special case of frequency
computations, a higher maximal probability is obtained in
many cases for BC than for EX.
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
The recursion theoretic notation is standard and follows
[35, 41].
|=[0, 1, 2, . . .]. .i is the i th partial recursive function
in an acceptable enumeration, and Wi | is the i th
associated r.e. set (i.e., Wi=dom(.i)). Let REC denote the
class of all total recursive functions, and let REC0, 1 be the
class of all [0, 1]-valued functions in REC.
For functions f and g let f =* g denote that f and g agree
almost everywhere, i.e., (_x0)(\xx0)[ f (x)= g(x)]. f  y
denotes the restriction of f to arguments x< y. /1 is the
characteristic function of A|. We identify A with /A , e.g.,
we write A(x) instead of /A(x).
|* is the set of finite sequences of natural numbers. * is
the empty string. |_| denotes the length of string _. For
instance, |*|=0. For strings _ and { we write _P{ if _ is an
initial segment of {. Let _(x)=b if x<|_| and b is the
(x+1)th symbol of _. For _, { # |n, _= e { means that _
and { disagree in at most e components. The concatenation
of _ and { is denoted by _ C {. We often identify strings with
their coding number, e.g., we may regard Wi as the i th r.e.
set of strings.
A tree T is a subset of |* which is closed under initial
segments. _ # T is called a node of T. T is r.e. if Wi=
[_ : _ # T] for some i. Such an i is called a 71-index of T.
T is recursive if /T is a recursive function, in which case i is
called a 20 -index of T if .i=/T . f # [0, 1]| is a branch1 of
T if every finite initial segment of f is a node of T. We also
say that A| is a branch of T if /A is a branch of T. [T]
is the set of all branches of T. Let T[_]=[{ # T : _P{], the
subtree of T below _.
An inductive inference machine (IIM) M is a recursive
function from |* to |. M EX-infers f # REC if limn M( f  n)
exists and is a .-index of f. For SREC, S # EX if there is
an IIM which EX-infers all f # S.
For a # |, M BC-infers f if there is an n0 such that for all
nn0 , .M( f  n)= f. For SREC, S # BC if there is an IIM
which BC-infers all f # S. See [9, 36] for background on
these definitions.
In this paper we consider IIMs which receive additional
information on f coded into a natural number. In this
case an IIM is a recursive function from |_|* to |. M
EX-infers f # REC from additional information e # |, if
limn M(e, f  n) exists an is an index of f; similarly for BC-
inference.
As is well-known, every IIM M can be replaced by a
primitive recursive (or even polynomially time bounded)
machine M$ which infers the same set of functions (see
[36]). M$ just performs a slow simulation of M. Let
[Me]e # | be an effective listing of all primitive recursive
IIMs.
3. THE POWER OF LEARNING FROM
FREQUENCY COMPUTATIONS
In this section we determine the relative power of
inductive inference from frequency computations. We give a
combinatorial characterization of the parameters m, n, m$,
n$ such that every class which can be learned from (m, n)-
computations can also be learned from (m$, n$)-computa-
tions. Our criterion was previously considered for the
inclusion problem of frequency computation [13, 23, 28]
where it is sufficient but not necessary, and for the inclusion
problem of parallel learning where it is necessary but not
sufficient [27].
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Let us first recall the formal definition of (m, n)-computa-
tion which was introduced by Rose [39] and first studied by
Trakhtenbrot [42].
Definition 3.1. Let 0mn. A function f : |  |
is (m, n)-computable iff there is a recursive function
F=|n  |n such that for all x1< } } } <xn ,
( f (x1), ..., f (xn))=n&m F(x1 , ..., xn),
i.e., F has at least m correct components. In this context,
we call F an ‘‘(m, n)-operator’’ and say that f is (m, n)-
computable via F.
Trakhtenbrot [42] proved the classical result that, for
m>n2, all (m, n)-computable functions are recursive. He
also proved that this is optimal, i.e., there exists non-
recursive (n, 2n)-computable functions. See [19] for a
recent survey of these and related results.
In our new learning theoretic notion, the learner receives
inputoutput examples of f and an index of an (m, n)-
operator for f. If m>n2, then any two functions which are
(m, n)-computable via the same (m, n)-operator differ in at
most 2(n&m) places. However, the (m, n)-operator does
not reveal too much information about f, even if m=n&1:
Kinber [22] proved that there is no uniform procedure to
compute from an index of an (n&1, n)-operator a program
which computes, up to finitely many errors, a function
which is (m, n)-computable via this operator. This was
recently generalized in [21].
Definition 3.2. Let 0mn. A class SREC belongs
to (m, n) EX iff there is an inductive inference machine M such
that for every f # S and every index e of an (m, n)-operator
for f, limt M(e, f  t) exists and is an index of f. Similarly,
(m, n) BC is defined.
Remark. Note that (0, n) EX=EX. Thus the new notion
(m, n) EX generalizes EX-inference. On the other hand, it
can also be considered as a special case of EX-inference:
For every SREC let S m, n=[ f : *x . f (x+1) # S 7 f (0) is
an index of an (m, n)-operator for *x . f (x+1)]. Then,
S(m, n) EX iff S m, n EX.
Our next goal is a combinatorial characterization of the
parameters m, n, m$, n$ such that (m, n) EX(m$, n$) EX.
To this end we consider (m, n)-computations on finite
domains. This is a local combinatorial version of (m, n)-
computation. It was first studied by Kinber [23] and
Degtev [13].
Definition 3.3. Let lnm0. A set V|l is called
(m, n)-admissible iff for every n numbers xi (1x1< } } } <
xnl) there exists a vector b # |n such that (\v # V )
[v[x1 , ..., xn]=n&m b]. In other words, there exists a function
G: [1, ..., l]n  |n such that v[x1 , ..., xn]=n&m G(x1 , ..., xn)
for all 1x1< } } } <xnl. Here v[x1 , ..., xn] denotes the
projection of v on the components x1 , ..., xn .
It is decidable whether for given m, n, m$, n$ and
l=max(n, n$), every (m, n)-admissible set V|l is
(m$, n$)-admissible. One has to check for all G : [1, ..., l]n 
[1, ..., n( ln)]
n whether there is H : [1, ..., l]n$  [1, ..., n( ln)]
n$
such that for all v # |l , if [v] is (m, n)-admissible via G,
then it is (m$, n$)-admissible via H. Also, if there is an (m, n)-
admissible set V|l which is not (m$, n$)-admissible, then
there is a finite such V.
The following characterization says roughly that
(m, n) EX(m$, n$) EX iff every finite (m$, n$)-operator can
be transformed into an (m, n)-operator, i.e., (m$, n$)-com-
putations can be locally replaced by (m, n)-computations.
Theorem 3.4. Let 0mn, 0m$n$, l=max(n, n$).
Then (m, n) EX(m$, n$) EX iff every (m$, n$)-admissible set
V|l is (m, n)-admissible.
Proof. ( o ) If every (m$, n$)-admissible set V|l is
(m, n)-admissible, then we can compute from any index of
an (m$, n$)-operator H in a uniform way an index of an
(m, n)-operator H such that every recursive function which
is (m$, n$)-computable via H is (m, n)-computable via H .
More formally, H is computed as follows: Given
x1< } } } <xn , let xn+1=xn+1, } } } , xl=xn+l&n. The
set
V=[v # |l : (\1i1< } } } <in$l)
_[v[i1 , ..., in$]=n$&m$ H(xi1 , ..., xin$)]]
is (m$, n$)-admissible. By hypothesis there is a function
G : [1, ..., l]n  |n such that V is (m, n)-admissible via G
and, by the remarks above, such a G can be computed from
H. Let H (x1 , ..., xn)=G(1, ..., n).
It easily follows that (m, n) EX(m$, n$) EX: Suppose
the IIM M (m, n)-infers SREC. Given the index i of an
(m$, n$)-operator for f # S we first compute an index i $ of
an (m, n)-operator for f and then simulate M with inputs i $
and f.
( O ) For the converse, assume that there is an (m$, n$)-
admissible set V|l which is not (m, n)-admissible. By the
remarks above, V can be chosen as a finite set, say
V=[v1 , ..., vk]. W.l.o.g., v1(1){v2(1). Fix G : [1, ..., l]n$ 
|n$ such that V is (m$, n$)-admissible via G. Recall that
[Me]e # | is an effective listing of all primitive recursive
IIMs. For each e we define a function fe # REC and an index
i of a recursive function Fe : |n$  |n$ such that fe is (m$, n$)-
computable via Fe but Me(i, fe) does not infer fe . Thus
S=[ fe : e0]  (m$, n$) EX. But we take care that
S # (m, n) EX.
The basic idea for constructing fe is standard. We try to
build an increasing sequence {0 O{1 O } } } , each time
forcing an incorrect guess or a new mindchange, i.e., for
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each t we want that either .Me(i, {t)( |{t | ){{t+1( |{t | ) (this
corresponds to condition (1.2) below) or Me(i, {t){
Me(i, _) for some _ with {t P_P{t+1 (this corresponds to
condition (1.3) below). If this succeeds we let fe=limt {t . If
we get stuck after building {t we let fe={t C 0|.
In the construction below we have a variable mc in which
we count the current number of errors enforced by the
above actions.
The main new ingredient is that we simultaneously try to
diagonalize against all (m, n)-operators, i.e., for each j
we try to ensure that fe is not (m, n)-computable via .j (this
corresponds to condition (1.1) below). However, the
diagonalization is allowed only if more than j errors have
been enforced. In the variable L we record all j such that .j
has been diagonalized.
The goal of the additional diagonalization is that fe
becomes inferable from any index j of an (m, n)-operator for
fe : To this end one simulates the construction below. As
long as mc j it is assumed that fe=* 0|. When mc> j
the inference algorithm uses the fact that .j is never
diagonalized. This means that mc goes to infinity and hence
fe=limt {t . Thus, as soon as mc> j the algorithm can
simply output a program for limt {t .
The following construction depends on the parameters e,
i. We define a sequence {0 , {1 , ..., a function f, and an (m, n)-
operator F. Formally all these objects depend on e, i. To
keep the notation simple we omit these additional indices
and assume that e, i are fixed. By the recursion theorem we
will later obtain a recursive function h such that i=h(e) is
an index of Fe, i .
Construction of the {-Sequence.
Stage 0. Let t=0, {0=(e), mc=0, L=<.
Stage s+1. Let I=[ |{t |, ..., |{t |+l&1].
(1) Check whether one of the following conditions is
satisfied.
(1.1) There is j<mc, j  L such that .j, s(x1 , ..., xn) a
# |n for all x1 , ..., xn # I with x1< } } } <xn .
(1.2) There is b # [1,2] such that .c, s( |{t | ) a {vb(1)
for c=Me(i, {t).
(1.3) There is _ such that {t C v1 P_P{t C v1 C 0s
and Me(i, _){Me(i, {).
(2) If none of the conditions holds, then go to stage
s+2. Otherwise choose the first condition (1.a) which
holds, perform step (2.a), and go to stage s+2.
(2.1) Choose the least j such that (1.1) holds.
Compute q, 1qk, such that there are x1 , ..., xn # I with
x1< } } } <xn and .j (x1 , ..., xn) agrees with vq in at most
m&1 components. (Note that q exists, since otherwise .j
witnesses that V is (m, n)-admissible.)
Let {t+1={t C vq C 0s; t=t+1; L=L _ [ j].
(2.2) Choose b as in (1.2) and let {t+1={t C vb C 0s;
t=t+1; mc=mc+1.
(2.3) Let {t+1={t C v1 C 0t; t=t+1; mc=mc+1.
End of construction
Definition of f. If t is incremented only finitely often, then
let t$ denote its maximal value and define f={t$ C v1 C 0|.
Otherwise define f=limt {t .
Definition of F. We define F( y1 , ..., yn$)=(b1 , ..., bn$)
as follows for y1< } } } < yn$ :
Let s= yn$ and let t$ denote the value of t at the end of
stage s+1. Choose z1 , ..., zn$ such that 1z1< } } } <zn$l
and [ yj : 1 jn$ 7 |{t$ | yj<|{t$ |+l][ |{t$ |+zj&1:
1 jn$].
If yj<|{t$ |, then let bj={t$( yj).
If yj|{t$ |+l, then let bj=0.
If yj=|{t$ |+zj $&1 for some 1 j $n$, then let
bj=G(z1 , ..., zn$)[ j $].
Note that the definition of F is uniform in e, i and that F
is defined for all n$-tuples y1< } } } <yn$ . The definition of f
is non-uniform, but f is in any case a total recursive function.
Claim 0. f is (m$, n$)-computable via F.
Proof. Consider y1< } } } < yn$ and let s, t$, z1 , ..., zn$ ,
b1 , ..., bn$ be as above. If yj<|{t$ |, then bj={t$( yj)= f ( yj)
since {t$ O f. If yi|{t$ |+l, then bj=0= f ( yj) since
{t$ C v C 0sO f for some v # V. Otherwise, |{t$ | yj<
|{t$ |+l. Suppose that there are a such yj ’s. Since the other
n$&a components are correct, we need to show that at least
m$&(n$&a) of the corresponding bj ’s are correct. Note that
the bj ’s are components of a projection of G(z1 , ..., zn$) on a
set of size a. By construction, G(z1 , ..., zn$)=n$&m$ ( f ( |{t$ |
+z1&1), ..., f ( |{t$ |+zn$&1)). Thus any projection on a
components has at least m$&(n$&a) correct components.
K
Claim 1. Me(i, f ) does not converge to an index of f.
Proof. (a) Suppose that t is incremented only finitely
often and reaches its maximal value t$ at stage s$. Then
conditions (1.2) and (1.3) do not hold at any later stage.
Thus .Me(i, {t$)( |{t$ | ) is undefined an Me(i, {t$)=Me(i, {t$ C
v1 C 0s) for all s, i.e., Me(i, f ) converges to an index of a
non-total function.
(b) If t is incremented infinitely often, then also mc is
incremented infinitely often. (If mc does not change, then t
can be incremented only via (1.1). But this can happen
at most mc times.) Thus, Me(i, f ) makes infinitely
many mindchanges or for infinitely many {O f we have
.Me(i, {)( |{| ){ fe( |{| ). In particular, Me(i, f ) does not
converge to an index of f. K
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Definition of fe , Fe , and S. Let Fe, i , fe, i denote the
recursive functions F, f in the construction with parameters
e, i. Since the construction of Fe, i is uniform in e, i, there is
a recursive function g such that Fe, i=.g, (e, i) . By the recur-
sion theorem with parameters there is a recursive function h
such that .h(e)=.g(e, h(e)) for all e. Let Fe=Fe, h(e) ,
fe= fe, h(e) , and S=[ fe : e0].
Claim 2. h(e) is an index of an (m$, n$)-operator for fe .
Proof. By Claim 0, Fe is an (m$, n$)-operator of fe . By
definition of h, h(e) is an index of Fe . K
Claim 3. S  (m$, n$) EX.
Proof. Suppose that S # (m$, n$) EX. Then there is an e
such that Me infers S. By Claim 1, M2(h(e), fe) does
not converge to an index of fe . Since, by Claim 2, h(e) is
an index of an (m$, n$) -operator for fe , we obtain a
contradiction. K
Claim 4. S # (m, n) EX.
Proof. The following algorithm infers S: Given f # S and
an index j of an (m, n)-operator for f. First obtain e= f (0)
and compute i=h(e). Then simulate the construction of the
{-sequence with parameters e, i. As long as mc j assume
that fe=* 0| and perform identification by enumeration. If
it is discovered that mc> j, then output a program which
computes limt {t .
It remains to show that this algorithm is correct. If at each
stage mc j, then t is incremented only finitely often and
fe=* 0|. If mc> j and t is incremented only finitely often,
then there is a stage at which j is the least number for which
(1.1) holds, so .j would be diagonalized which contradicts
the hypothesis that .j is an (m, n)-operator for fe . Thus, t is
incremented infinitely often and fe=limt {t , i.e., the final
guess of the algorithm is correct. K
Remarks. (a) As [0, 1]n is (trivially) (0, n)-admissible,
but not (1, n)-admissible, it follows that EX/(1, n) EX for
all n1. This shows that even if very weak operators are
provided, one can still learn more than without them.
(b) In the proof of ( O ) we construct recursive func-
tions such that every (m, n)-operator of f has high running
time. Indeed, in the simulation one uses the running-time of
the program which computes the operator rather than the
extensional information provided by the operator. This is
inevitable: Suppose S # (1, n) EX and every f # S is (1, n)-
computable by an operator which is easily computable, say
primitive recursive. Then S # EX, since we can successively
try all primitive recursive (1, n)-operators as additional
inputs, until we settle down on one which is consistent with
f.Note however, that even if we restrict all operators to
be computable in polynomial time, they can still (n&1, n)-
compute arbitrarily complex recursive functions (see [1, 22]).
It is also natural to define a notion of inference where we
want to learn an approximation of f instead of f, i.e., a
program of an (m, n)-operator for f instead of a program for
f. Call this notion EX(m, n). We get the following interesting
and nontrivial duality between both notions.
Theorem 3.5. EX(m, n)EX(m$, n$) iff (m$, n$) EX
(m, n) EX.
Proof Sketch. We use the characterizationof Theorem 3.4.
If (m$, n$) EX(m, n) EX, then every (m, n)-operator
can be uniformly transformed into an (m$, n$)-operator;
hence, if we can learn an (m, n)-operator for f we can also
learn an (m$, n$)-operator.
For the other direction, if (m$, n$) EX3 (m, n) EX, then
there is an (m, n)-admissible finite set V which is not (m$, n$)-
admissible. We can use V to diagonalize over machines
which learn (m$, n$)-operators while construction an (m, n)-
operator. This is formally similar to (but easier than) the
proof of Theorem 3.4 ( O ). The details are left to the
reader. K
A couple of explicit results on (m, n)-admissible sets are
listed in [27, Section 3.3] (see also [21, Section 5]). For
instance, Kinber [23] showed that, for n2, every
(n, n+1)-admissible set is (n+1, n+2)-admissible. If
n&m>n$&m$, then the set of all binary vectors with at
most n&m ones is (m, n)-admissible but not (m$, n$)-
admissible. The set [1l , 2l , ..., nl] is (1, n)-admissible but
not (m$, n$)-admissible for l=max(n, n$) and m$n$>1n.
Hence, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. (a) (n, n+1) EX=(n+1, n+2) EX
for all n2.
(b) (m, n) EX/(m+1, n) EX for all 1m<n. In
particular, REC  (n&1, n) EX.
(c) (m$, n$) EX3 (1, n) EX if 1n<m$n$.
4. PROBABILISTIC LEARNING FROM
FREQUENCY COMPUTATIONS
We have shown that REC is not inferable by an IIM even
if (n&1, n)-computations of f are provided. In this section
we answer the question whether REC is inferable from
(m, n)-computations by a probabilistic IIM with positive
probability. We show that this is indeed the case if mn>
12. Further, we determine the maximal p= p(m, n) such
that REC can be learned from (m, n)-computations with
probability p.
We first recall some notation and results from [38]. Let
EXprob( p) denote the set of all SREC that can be EX-
inferred by a probabilistic IIM with probability at least p.
Let EX[k] denote the set of all S which can be EX-inferred
by a team of k IIMs. The same notation is used for BC
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instead of EX. Pitt [38] proved the following surprising
connection between probabilistic inference and team
inference.
Proposition 4.1 [38]. For all natural numbers k1
and all real numbers p # (0, 1]:
EXprob( p)EX[w1px] 7 EX[k]EXprob(1k).
The same holds for BC instead of EX.
Using Smith’s team hierarchy result [40] that EX[k]/
EX[k+1] and BC[k]/BC[k+1] for all k1, Pitt con-
cluded that the probabilistic classes form an infinite discrete
hierarchy with breakpoint of the form 1k.
Proposition 4.2 [38, 40]. For all natural numbers k1
and all real numbers p # (0, 1]:
EXprob( p)=EX[k] 
1
k+1
<p
1
k
 BCprob( p)=BC[k].
In particular, REC  EXprop( p).
The notions can be transferred in a straightforward way
to our setting:
Let (m, n) EXprob( p) denote the set of all SREC such
that there is a probabilistic IIM M such that for every
f # S and every index e of an (m, n)-operator of f, M(e, f )
converges to an index of f with probability at least p.
Let (m, n) EX[k] denote the set of all SREC such that
there is a team of k IIMs M1 , ..., Mk such that for every f # S
and every index e of an (m, n)-operator for f there is i,
1ik such that limt Mi (e, f  t) exists and is an index of
f. The classes (m, n) BCprob( p) and (m, n) BC[k] are
defined analogously.
The proof of Pitt’s Proposition 4.1 can be straight-
forwardly transferred an yields the following.
Proposition 4.3. For all natural numbers k, m, n, with
k1, and all real numbers p # (0, 1]:
(m, n) EXprob( p)(m, n) EX[w1px]
7 (m, n) EX[k](m, n) EXprob(1k).
The same holds for BC instead of EX.
Our first result shows that no probabilistic IIM can
infer REC with positive probability from frequency
computations with frequency less than or equal to 12.
Theorem 4.4. If 0mn2 and 0<p1, then
REC0, 1  (m, n) BCprob( p).
Proof. Let CREC0, 1 be the set of all recursive func-
tions g such that there is a sequence a0 , a1 , . . . with g the
characteristic function of [(a0 , ..., ai) : i0]. It is easy to
see that there is a (1,2)-operator F such that every g # C is
(1,2)-computable via F. It follows that for every m, n with
mn12 there is a fixed (m, n)-operator Fm, n such that
every g # C is (m, n)-computable via Fm, n .
Suppose for a contradiction that C # (m, n) BCprob( p)
with p # (0, 1]. Let k=w1px . Then, by Proposition 4.3,
C # (m, n) BC[k]. Let e be an index of Fm, n . There is a team
of k machines with BC-infers C with additional information
e. If this constant additional information is hard-wired into
the IIMs, we obtain C # BC[k]. Note that every f # REC
can be transformed into a unique g # C and vice versa, by
recursive operator. Thus it follows that REC # BC[k]. This
contradicts the team hierarchy result of Smith [40]. K
Now we turn to frequencies greater than 12. In this case
there exist probabilistic IMMs which can infer REC
from frequency computations. We determine the maximal
probability p for which this can be done.
Theorem 4.5. Let n2<mn. Then REC # (m, n)
EXprob(1n&m+1), but REC0, 1  (m, n) BCprob( p) for any
probability p>1n&m+1.
Proof. Let m, n1 be given with n2<mn. By
Proposition 4.3 it suffices to show the upper bound REC #
(m, n) EX[n&m+1] and the lower bound REC0, 1  (m, n)
BC[n&m].
(a) Proof of REC # (m, n) EX[n&m+1]: This requires
a combination of methods from [19] and [21]. Given an
(m, n)-operator R we define uniformly as in [19, p. 684] a
recursive tree T[0, 1]* whose branches represent the
graphs of all partial functions which are (m, n)-computable
via R.
More formally, we call a string _ single valued if
(\(x, y1) <|_| )(\(x, y2) <|_| )
[(_((x, y1) )=1 7 _((x, y2) )=1) O y1= y2].
We call a string _ R-consistent if for all x1< } } } <xn , if
R(x1 , ..., xn)=(z1 , ..., zn) and (x1 , z1) , ..., (xn , zn)<|_|,
then |[i : _((xi , zi) )=1]|m. Then we define T as follows.
T=[_ # [0, 1]*: _ is single valued and R-consistent].
Assume that f # REC is (m, n)-recursive via R. Then
the characteristic function of Graph( f )=[(x, f (x)) : x #
dom( f )] is a branch of T. Conversely suppose that A # [T],
i.e., /A is a branch of T. Then there is a partial function g
such that A=Graph(g) and for all x1< } } } <xn , |[i : xi #
dom(g)7(R(x1 , ..., xn)) i=g(xi)]|m. Since m>n2 it
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follows that f =2(n&m) g. In particular, there are at most
2(n&m) arguments for which g is undefined.
The VapnikChervonenkis dimension of [T], dim(T ), is
the maximal number d such that there exists z1< } } } <zd
with
(\{ # [0, 1]d)(_A # [T])[{=(/A(z1), ..., /1(zd))].
See [7] for more information on this notion. Note that we
have dim(T )n&m. Otherwise there exist pairwise distinct
numbers z1=(x1 , y1) , ..., zn&m+1=(xn&m+1 , yn&m+1)
and branches of T whose characteristic functions on
z1 , ..., zn&m+1 realize all possible 01-vectors of length
n&m+1. Since every branch is single valued, it follows
that the xi ’s are pairwise distinct. Assume that
x1< } } } <xn&m+1 and let (a1 , ..., an)=R(x1 , ..., xn&m+1 ,
xn&m+1+1, ..., xn&m+1+m&1). Choose a branch A such
that [A(zi)=1  yi {ai] for 1in&m+1. But this
means that an initial segment of A is not R-consistent, a
contradiction.
It is shown in [21, Lemma 3.12] that if T is an infinite
recursive tree with dim(T )d such that any two branches
agree almost everywhere, then one can compute uniformly
from any 20-index of T the indices of d+1 partial recursive
functions such that one of them is total recursive and
computes a branch of T up to finitely many errors. If we
combine the results presented so far we get the following.
Claim. There is a uniform procedure to compute from
any index of an (m, n)-operator R a list of n&m+1 indices
i1 , ..., in&m+1 such that if there is f # REC which is (m, n)-
recursive via R, then there is 1 jn&m+1 and such that
.ij is total, [0, 1]-valued, and .ij=Graph(g) for some g
with f =* g.
Now the inference procedure for REC # (m, n)
EX[n&m+1] is clear: On input (e, f ), where e is an index
of an (m, n)-operator for f, each team member computes the
list i1 , ..., in&m+1 as in the claim. The j th team member
assumes that .ij is total, [0, 1]-valued and .ij=Graph(g)
for some g with f =* g. While reading f it checks whether
f(x)= g(x) and outputs a program for g where all differences
with f that have been discovered so far are patched. By the
claim, for one of the team members the assumption is
correct. Thus, this team member will eventually output a
correct program for f.
(b) REC0, 1  (m, n) BC[n, m]: Suppose for a contra-
diction that there is team of n&m machines M1 , ..., Mn&m
which infers REC0, 1 from (m, n)-computations. We combine
the proof of the lower bound in [21, Theorem 3.5] with a
diagonalization method for teams and construct a function
f # REC0, 1 and an (m, n)-operator R for f. By the recursion
theorem, we can use an index e of R in the construction. For
1in&m, we ensure that Mi (e, f ) does not BC-infer f.
The function f is initialized as the constant zero function.
During the construction f (x) may be updated from zero to
one. For each i we are looking for possibilities to force an
error in the inference process of Mi with inputs e and f. To
this end we are looking for r such that .Mi(e, f  r)(r)=0=
f (r) and then update f (r)=1 and ensure that f (x) does not
change for xr. If this can be done for infinitely many r,
then Mi (e, f ) produces infinitely many incorrect hypo-
theses. If this can be done only finitely often, then almost all
hypotheses of Mi (e, f ) are incorrect. In any case, Mi (e, f )
does not BC-infer f.
Since there is a conflict between the diagonalization and
preservation actions for different machines, we are using a
priority ordering of the machines that is updated during
the construction according to the ‘‘least recently used
principle’’: If q=(a1 , ..., an&m) is the current ordering of
machine indices and there are several candidates for
diagonalization, then we select the machine with the
leftmost index, say i=ak . f (r) is updated accordingly, and
it is ensured that all later diagonalization actions of Maj with
jk start at values greater than r (thereby preserving
f  (r+1) with priority k). In the updated sequence q$, we
insert i at the last position, i.e., q$=(a1 , ..., ak&1 , ak+1 , ...,
an&m , ak).
This update rule for the diagonalization values will
automatically allow us to compute an (m, n)-operator for f.
Construction.
Stage 0. Initialize q=(1, 2, ..., n&m). Let f =*x .0;
xi=0 for i=1, ..., n&m.
Stage s+1. If there is an i for which there exists (at
least) r such that
xi<rs 7 f (r)=0 7 .c, s(r)=0 for c=Mi (e, f  r),
then select (i, r) such that i appears in the leftmost position
in q, say i=ak .
Update f (r)=1, let xaj=2s for k jn&m.
Move i to the rear of q, i.e., let q=(a1 , ..., ak&1 , ak+1 , ...,
an&m , ak).
End of Construction.
The (m, n)-operator R( y1 , ..., yn) is defined as follows:
Given y1< } } } < yn let s= yn and let fs be the function f
at the end of stage s+1.
Then let R( y1 , ..., yn)=( fs( y1), ..., fs( yn)).
From the update rule for the xi ’s, it follows that f is
(m, n)-recursive via R.
Let I be the set of all i such that i is selected at infinitely
many stages. Let I$ be the set of all i which are selected only
finitely often. Then, by the update rule for q, there is a stage
t0 such that in all stages t>t0 , all elements from I$ occupy
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the first |I$| positions of q and the xi , i # I$, do not change.
If |I$|=n&m, then f =ft0 . If |I$|=k&1<n&m, then
f (x)= ft(x) for t=(+s>t0)[xak , s>x] where xak , s denotes
the value of xak at the end of stage s+1. In particular, f is
recursive.
From the update rule for the xi ’s, it follows that f (r)=0
for infinitely many r.
Now Mi , i # I$, BC-infers f: Let x$i be the final value of xi .
Then for all r>xi such that f (r)=0, Mi (e, f  r) outputs a
program which is undefined at r or computes a nonzero
value (otherwise i would eventually be selected and xi would
increase). Thus, Mi (e, f ) outputs infinitely often an incorrect
program.
Now suppose for a contradiction that i # I and
Mi (e, f  r) is an index of f for all rr0 . Consider a stage
s+1>t0 with xi>r0 where i occupies the ( |I$|+1) th
position in q and is selected (by the update rule for q there
are infinitely many such stages). At stage s+1 we put f (r)=
1{1{0=.c(r) for c=Mi (e, fs  r) and some r>r0 . By
the choice of t0 and the update rule for the xj ’s we have
fs  (r+1)= f  (r+1). Thus c=Mi (e, f  r) is not a
program for f, a contradiction.
Therefore, none of the Mi ’s BC-infers f with additional
information e. K
We obtain the following interesting corollary on team
inference. It shows that there are natural team hierarchies of
arbitrary finite length.
Corollary 4.6.
(a) If n2<mn, then (m, n) EX[k]/(m, n)
EX[k+1] for 1kn&m, and (m, n) EX[k]=(m, n)
EX[k+1]=2REC for k>n&m.
(b) If 0mn2, then (m, n) EX[k]/(m, n)
EX[k+1] for all k1.
The same holds for BC instead of EX
Proof. (a) Let n2<mn. By proof of Theorem 4.5 it
remains to show that (m, n) EX[k]/(m, n) EX[k+1]
and (m, n) BC[k]/(m, n) BC[k+1] for 1kn&m. By
a modification of the proof that REC0, 1  (m, n) BC[n&m]
one can even show the following:
If 1kn&m, then EX[k+1]&(m, n) BC[k]{<
To this end we diagonalize over all k-tuples of IIMs. For the
ith tuple we use the old construction to build a function fi
with 1i0P fi and an index g(i) of an (m, n)-operator for
fi such that none of the IIMs in the i th tuple infers fi
with additional information g(i). The function g # REC is
obtained by the recursion theorem with parameters. Let
S=[ fi : i0]. By construction, S  (m, n) BC[k]. It
remains to verify that S # EX[k+1]:
On input f the EX-team first determines i such that
1i 0P f. Then it simulates the construction of fi . The j th
team member, 1 jk+1, assumes that j&1 is maximal
such that an initial segment of length j&1 of the queue q is
almost always constant. It is not difficult to check that the
team member with the correct guess can EX-infer fi .
(b) By the team hierarchy result of Smith [40] there is
a set SREC with S # EX[k+1]&BC[k]. Let C be the
set as defined in the proof of Theorem 4.4. As we saw there,
for any S$C, all l1, and all m, n with 1mn2 we
have [S$ # (m, n) EX[l]  S$ # EX[l]], and the same for
BC instead of EX. Further, S can be translated into a subset
S$ of C such that S$ # EX[k+1]&BC[k]. Thus the second
part of the corollary follows. K
5. OTHER NOTIONS OF APPROXIMATIVE
INFORMATION
In this section we consider other notions of approximative
information and determine the maximal probability p with
which all total recursive [0, 1]-valued functions are learn-
able. In each case we provide indices of recursive of r.e.
trees with certain properties such that the function which
is to be learned is an infinite branch of the tree. If one
generalizes from binary to arbitrary trees (and thus
arbitrary f # REC) one gets a notion which corresponds to
r.e. trees in the binary case. Therefore, we only consider the
[0, 1]-valued case.
Recursive trees capture a wide range of approximative
information: Suppose we have a first-order specification of
f, i.e., an r.e. set S of sentences containing the function
symbol f. Then, the set of all consistent interpretations
f $ : |  | of f are just the branches of a recursive tree T
which can be computed uniformly from S: By the compact-
ness theorem, f $ is inconsistent with S iff there is an initial
segment _=( y0 , ..., yn)O f $ such that S_=S _ [ f (0)=
y0 , ..., f (n)= yn] is an inconsistent set of formulas which is
an r.e. property of _. Let _0 , _1 , . . . be a recursive enumeration
of all such _. Define T=[{ : _i P3 { for all i|{|].
For all notions of approximative information which we
consider the analogue of Proposition 4.3 holds. Therefore
we first state our results in terms of team inference. At then
end of this section we state the corresponding results for
probabilistic inference.
5.1. Trees of Bounded Variation
We consider trees where any two branches differ in at
most a constant number of arguments.
Definition 5.1. For A, B|, let A2B denote the
symmetric difference of A and B. For any tree T[0, 1]*,
let (2, T)=sup[ |A2B] : A, B branches of T]. We say that
T has bounded variation if (2T )<.
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If a recursive tree T[0, 1]* has bounded variation,
then every branch of T is recursive [42] (see also [19, 21]).
We now determine, for each n, the optimal team size such
that all recursive functions are learnable given recursive
trees T with (2, T)n as additional information.
Definition 5.2. Let dEX(n) denote the least team size k
such that there is a team of k IIMs that EX-infers every
f # REC0, 1 given any 20-index of a recursive tree T[0, 1]*
such that (2T )n and f is a branch of T. dBC(n) is defined
analogously for BC-instead of EX-inference.
Theorem 5.3. For n0, dEX(n)=n+1 and dBC(n)=
Wn+12X.
Proof. (a) dEX(n)n+1: Fix n. It is shown in [21]
that there is a uniform procedure to compute, for any 20-
index of an infinite recursive tree T[0, 1]* with (2T)n,
a set of n+1 partial recursive functions such that one of
these functions is total and computes a branch of T up to
finitely many errors. Each of the team members computes
one of these functions and patches all differences with f.
The team member which got the total finite variant of f
successfully EX-infers f.
(b) dEX(n)>n: We modify the proof of the lower bound
in [21, Theorem 3.13] to diagonalizea team of n Ex-machines.
Suppose for a contradiction that each f # REC0, 1 is EX-
inferred by the team M1 , ..., Mn from 20-indices of recursive
trees T[0, 1]* such that (2T )n and f is a branch of T.
We construct a recursive function f and a tree T with
(2T )n and f # [T]. By the recursion theorem we can use
a 20-index e of T in the construction. The construction is a
slight modification of the construction in the proof of
Theorem 4.5.
Construction.
Stage 0. Initialize q=(1, 2, ..., n). Let f =*x .0; xi=i for
i=1, ..., n.
Stage s+1. If there is an i such that one of the following
conditions holds:
(1) .c, s(xi)=0 for c=Mi (e, f  xi),
(2) (_r)[xi<rs 7 Mi (e, f  xi){Mi (e, f  r)],
then select that i which appears in the leftmost position in q,
say i=ak .
If (1) holds, then update f (xi)=1.
In both cases let xaj=sn+Aj for k jn and move i to
the rear of q, i.e., let q=(a1 , ..., ak&1 , ak+1 , ..., an , ak).
End of construction.
Note that in (1) we look for a diagonalization at xi and
in (2) we look for a mindchange. If from some point on,
neither (1) nor (2) holds and Mi (e, f ) converges to an
index c, then .c(xi){0= f (xi).
Similarly as in the previous proof it follows that f is
recursive and f is not EX-inferred by any of the Mi ’s.
It remains to give a uniform definition of T such that
(2T )n and f # [T]. This is analogous to the proof in [21,
Theorem 3.13]. Note in each stage xi #i mod n. Thus the
values of xi , xj for i{ j are different. Let xi, s denote the
value of xi at the end of stage s+1. Define
T=[_ # [0, 1]*: (\x<|_| )
[x  [x1, |_| , ..., xn, |_|]  _(x)= f |_|(x)]].
Clearly f # [T]. Let l be the number of xi ’s which are
incremented only finitely often and let z1 , ..., zl be their
final values. Then we get [T]=[g # [0, 1]| : (\x)[x 
[z1 , ..., zl]  f (x)= g(x)]. Thus (2T )=ln.
(c) dBC(n)Wn+12X: Fix n. It is shown in [21] that
there is a uniform procedure to compute for any 20-index of
an infinite recursive tree T[0, 1]* with (2T )n a set of
Wn+12X partial recursive functions such that one of these
functions computes a branch of T up to finitely many errors.
(Note that, in contrast to a.), it is possible that none of the
function is total.) Each of the Wn+12X team members
outputs programs for one of these functions which are
patched with the correct values of f on arbitrarily large
initial segments. The team member which received the finite
variant of f successfully BC-infers f.
(d) dBC(n)Wn+12X: Trakhtenbrot [42] (see also
[19, 21]) proved that if k2<hk, then one can compute
in a uniform way for any (h, k)-operator F a recursive tree
T[0, 1]* with (2T )2(k&h) such that every [0, 1]-
valued function f which is (h, k)-recursive via F is a branch
of T. Therefore, the lower bound from Theorem 4.5, for
h=k+1, k=2k+1, implies that dBC(2k+1)dBC(2k)
k+1. K
Remark. R.e. trees of bounded variation are of less help.
One can show that no finite team size suffices to infer
REC0, 1 from indices of r.e. trees, even for r.e. trees with
exactly one branch.
5.2. Trees of Bounded Width
We consider trees which have at most a constant number
of nodes in each level.
Definition 5.4. The width w(T ) of a tree T[0, 1]* is
the maximum number of nodes on any level, i.e., w(T)=
max[ |T & [0, 1]k| : k0].
If a recursive tree T[0, 1]* has bounded width, then
every branch of T is recursive. In fact, this holds also for r.e.
trees of bounded width [37]. We determine, for both the
recursive and the r.e. cases, the optimal team size such that
all recursive functions are inferable given such trees as
additional information.
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Definition 5.5. Let wEX(n) denote the least team size k
such that there is a team of k IIMs that EX-infers every
f # REC0, 1 given any 20-index of a recursive tree T
[0, 1]* such that w(T )n and f is a branch of T. If 71-
indices are provided for T the corresponding team size is
denoted by wreEX(n). The analogous numbers for BC-teams
are wBC(n) and wreBC(n).
Theorem 5.6. For n1, wEX(n)=wreEX(n)=w
re
BC(n)=n
and wBC(n)=1.
Proof. If T has bounded width and f is a branch of T,
then there is _0 O f such that f is the unique branch of T
which extends _0 . If we have a 20-index of T and any { with
_0 P{O f, we can compute an index of f. Using this fact it
easily follows that wBC(n)=1.
Clearly wEX(n)wreEX(n) and w
re
BC(n)w
re
EX(n).
(a) wreEX(n)n: If f is an infinite branch of T let
w(T, f )=sup [w(T[_]) : _O f ]. It is shown in [21] that
given k, _, _O f, and a 71-index of T with w(T[_])=
w(T, f )=k we can uniformly compute an index of f.
For each k, 1kn, we have a team member Mk which
assumes that w(T, f )=k and works as follows: At the
beginning it initializes a local variable _=* and outputs an
index of f on the assumption that w(T[_])=w(T, f )=k.
Then it enumerates T. If after s steps it is discovered that
w(T[_])>k, then it updates _ : ( f (0), ..., f (s)) and outputs
a new index for f, etc. Clearly, if k=w(Y, f ), then after
finitely many steps w(T[_])=k and from then on Mk
outputs a fixed correct index of f.
(b) wreBC(n)>n&1: Suppose for a contradiction that
each f # REC0, 1 is BC-inferred by the team M1 , ..., Mn&1
from 71-indices of r.e. trees T[0, 1]* such that w(T)n
and f is a branch of T.
We construct a recursive function f and an r.e. tree T with
w(T )n and f # [T]. By the recursion theorem we can use
a 71 -index e of T in the construction. The construction is
just the diagonalization in the proof of Theorem 4.5 where
n&m is replaced by n&1.
Let fs denote the version of f at the end of stage s+1. We
define a tree T as follows:
T=[_ # [0, 1]*: (_s)[_P fs  s]].
Clearly T is a tree which is uniformly r.e., and f is a branch
of T. We claim that w(T )n: Consider any level k, let
s1=k+1, and let s2< } } } <sd be those s>s1 such that
fs  (k+1){ fs&1  (k+1). It follows that |T & [0, 1]k|
=d. At each stage sj , 2 jd, some i with xi<k is selected
and f (r) is updated for some r with xi<rksj . Then xi
is updated to 2sj>k. Hence for each i there is at most one
such stage and therefore dn.
(c) wEX(n)>n&1: The construction is a modification
of the diagonalization in the proof of Theorem 5.3, (b),
where n is replaced by n&1. The point is that we strengthen
the update rule for f such that if f (r) is set from 0 to 1 at
stage s+1, then we reset f (r$)=0 for all r$>r.
It is still the case that f # REC and f is not EX-inferred by
any Mi , with additional input e. Let xi, s denote the value of
xi at the end of stage s+1. We define a set T as follows:
T=[ fs  s : s0] _ [_ # [0, 1]*: (_i, s)[ |_|=s, 7 xi, s
<s 7 _=( fx  xi, s) C 1 C 0s&(xi, s+1)]]
Clearly T is uniformly recursive and every initial segment of
f belongs to T. Also, by the update rule for the xi ’s,
|T & [0, 1]s|n. It remains to verify that T is a tree. This is
done by induction on s. In the inductive step we have to
show that the predecessor of every _ # T of length s>0
belongs to T. This is easy to see if no i is selected at stage
s+1. If some i is selected, then, using the new reset rule,
( fs&1  xi, s&1) C 1 C 0s&xi, s&1 # T is an initial segment of fs
and xj, s>s+1 for all j with xj, s&1xi, s&1. Thus, also in
this case the predecessor of every _ # T & [0, 1]s belongs
to T. K
Remark. One obtains more general classes by consider-
ing (m, n)-verboseness operators, see [4, 5, 6]. The corre-
sponding inference notions can be studied along the lines of
Sections 3, 4 above.
We now present an application for learning when an
upper bound of the descriptional complexity of f is given as
additional information. The following considerations hold
for our arbitrary acceptable numbering .; though usually
these notions are considered only for ‘‘optimal numberings’’
or ‘‘Kolmogorov numberings’’ [15, 30]. Let lg (i)=
wlog2(i+1)x denote the size of the number i, i.e., the number
of bits in the i th binary string. The descriptional complexity
C(_) of a string _ # [0, 1]n is defined as
C(_)=lg(min[i : .i (n)=_]).
Thus C(_) is just the well-known (length conditional)
Kolmogorov complexity of _ with respect to .. See [30] for
background information.
The descriptional complexity C( f ) of f # REC0, 1 is
defined as
C( f )=lg(min[i : .i= f ]).
Finally, we define the weak descriptional complexity C$( f )
of f as
C$( f ) :=sup[C( f  n) : n0].
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Note that there is a recursive function t such that C$f )
t(C( f )) for all f # REC0, 1 . For optimal Go delnumberings
one has t(e&)=e+O(1). Since there are less than 2c functions
with C$( f )<c, C$( f ) indeed measures, in some sense, bits
of information of f, as Chaitin [10, Section 4] pointed out.
He called C$( f ) the ‘‘Loveland information measure’’ and
proved that C$( f ) can be much smaller than C( f ). If
f # REC0, 1 , then C$( f ) is finite. The converse appears in a
paper of Loveland [31] where it is credited to A. R. Meyer.
Actually, as was noted in [21], Meyer’s result is roughly
equivalent to the fact that trees of bounded width have only
recursive branches.
Freivalds and Wiehagen [16] proved that REC0, 1 is EX-
learnable if an upper bound of C( f ) is given as additional
information for f # REC0, 1 . In contrast we show that upper
bounds of C$( f ) do not provide sufficient information
to learn all f # REC0, 1 . This follows as a corollary of
Theorem 5.6.
Corollary 5.7. For all k1, REC0, 1 is not BC[k]-
learnable if an upper bound for C$( f ) is given as additional
information for f # REC0, 1 .
Proof. Define a recursive function g such that .g(e, j)(n)
is the j th string _ of length n which appears in We (i.e., there
is an s such that _ # We, s and |[{ # [0, 1]n : (_t)[({, t) <
(_, s) 7 { # We, t]|= j&1) and is undefined if _ does not
exists.
Suppose for a contradiction that there is a team of k IIMs
which BC-infers every f # REC0, 1 given an upper bound of
C$( f ) as additional information. Let h(e)=max[g(e, j):
1 jk+1]. If e is a 71 -index of a tree T with w(T )
k+1 and f # [T], then for each n there is j, 1 jk+1,
such that f  n=.g(e, j)(n). Thus, C$( f )h$(e) and one of
the team members BC-infers f from additional information
h(e). Since h # REC we obtain a team of k machines which
BC-infers every f # REC0, 1 from any 71-index of a tree
T of width at most k+1 which has f as a branch.
This contradicts wreBC(k+1)>k which was shown in
Theorem 5.6. K
5.3. Trees of Bounded Rank
A larger class of trees is obtained if we consider finite rank
instead of finite width.
Definition 5.8. Bn=[0, 1]n is the full binary tree of
depth n. A mapping g : Bn  T is an embedding of Bn into
T if
(\_) [ |_|<n  [ g(_ C 0)pg(_) C 0 7 g(_ C 1)
pg(_) C 1]].
rk(T ), the rank of T, is the supremum of all n such that Bn
is embeddable into T.
If an r.e. tree T[0, 1]* has finite rank, then every
branch of T is recursive (see [21, 26]). We consider both r.e.
and recursive trees of finite rank which are given as
additional information to the IIM.
Definition 5.9. Let rkEK(n) denote the least team size
k such that there is a team of k IIMs that EX-infers every
f # REC0, 1 given any 20-index of a recursive tree T
[0, 1]* such that rk(T )n and f is a branch of T. If 71-
indices are provided for T, the corresponding team size is
denoted by rkreEX(n). The analogous numbers for BC-teams
are rkBC(n) and rkreBC(n).
Theorem 5.10 For n0, rkEX(n)=rkreEX(n)=rk
re
BC(n)
=n+1 and rkBC(n)=max(1, n).
Proof. (a) The lower bounds for rkEX(n), rkreBC(n)
follow from the corresponding lower bounds of Theorem 5.6,
since [w(T )n+1 O rk(T)n].
If f is a branch of T, let rk(T, f )=sup [rk(T[_]): _O f ].
It is shown in [21] that given k, _ and a 71-index of T with
rk(T[_])=rk(T, f )=k 7 _O f we can uniformly compute
an index of f. Hence, for the upper bounds we can argue as
in the proof of Theorem 5.6. Note that we have n+1
possible values for k (including k=0); thus n+1 team
members suffice.
(b) For the upper bound rkBC(n)max(1, n) it suffices
to show that rkBC(1)=1. Then we apply the argument of (a)
above and note that the cases k=0, 1 can be handled by a
single IIM. Thus we can save one team member an therefore
n team members are enough for n1.
Given a 20 -index of a tree T[0, 1]*, rk(T )1, such
that f is a branch of T, the BC-algorithm works as follows:
On input _=( f (0), ..., f (n)) it outputs a program en such
that:
.en(x)={(x) if there is { # T, _P{ such that either { is the
only extension of _ in T with |{|=x+1, or |{|>x+1 and
{ C 0, { C 1 both belong to T.
Since rk(T )1, either there is _0 O f such that T has no
branching node { with _0 P{, or for every _O f there is
{o_ such that { C 0, { C 1 # T. In the latter case, all such {
must be an initial segment of f. (Otherwise, B2 is
embeddable in T.) Thus, in both cases .en= f for almost
all n.
(c) Clearly rkBC(0)=1. For n1 and the lower bound
rkBC(n)n, we add two features to the diagonalization in
the proof of Theorem 4.5. First, the reset rule which we
already used in the proof of Theorem 5.6. Second, an
additional restriction of diagonalization points. In the
original construction all r>xi were available to diagonaliz-
able Mi . This time we may, in the course of the construction,
exclude certain points, e.g., if some j with xj>xi is selected
at stage s+1, then all r with xj<rs are henceforth
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excluded for diagonalizing Mi . We use an additional set
variable Li to record the excluded points. These restrictions
are needed for the construction of a recursive tree of rank at
most n which contains f as a branch. They may delay the
diagonalization process, but it still goes through.
Now we turn to the formal details. Suppose for a
contradiction that the team M1 , ..., Mn&1 BC-infers every
f # REC0, 1 given 20-indices of trees of rank at most n as
additional information. We construct a function f # REC0, 1
and a 20-index e of a recursive tree T, rk(T )n such that
f # [T] but f is not BC-inferred by any Mi with additional
information e. Since the construction of T will be uniform,
we may assume the recursion theorem that e is given in
advance.
Construction.
Stage 0. Initialize q=(1, 2, ..., n&1). Let f =* .0. Let
xi=0; Li=< for i=1, ..., n&1.
Stage s+1. If there is an i for which there exists r such
that
r  Li 7 xi<rs 7 f (r)=0 7 .c, s(r)=0
for c=Mi (e, f  r),
then select that i which appears in the leftmost position in q,
say i=ak .
Update f (r)=1 and reset f (r$)=0 for all r$>r.
Let Laj=Laj _ [x : xi<xs] for 1 j<k.
Let xaj=2s for k jn&1.
Move i to the rear of q, i.e., let q=(a1 , ..., ak&1 , ak+1 , ...,
an&1 , ak).
End of construction.
Definition of T. Let fs , xi, s , Li, s denote the values of f,
xi , Li at the end of stage s+1.
T=[ fs  s : s0] _ [_ # [0, 1]*: (_i, r, s)[ |_|=s 7xi, s
<rs 7 r  Li, s 7 _=( fs  r) C 1 C 0s&r+1]].
Clearly T is uniformly recursive and f # [T]. It is verified by
induction on s that T is a tree. If i acts at stage s+1 and sets
f (r)=1, then fs extends ( fs&1  r) C 1 C 0s&r for some
r  Li, s&1. Also, [r, s]Lj, s for all j with xj, ss and
therefore fs  r$= fs&1  r$ for all r$s with r$  Lj, s .
rk(T)n: Suppose for a contradiction that g is an
embedding of Bn+1 into T. Let {0= g(*), {j= g(0 j) for
j=1, ..., n&1. Then {j C 0P{j+1 for j=0, ..., n&2. There
must be a stage tj where {j P ftj and f ( |{j | ) is set to 1.
(Otherwise B1 is not embeddable in the subtree T[{j C 1].)
It follows that tj+1<tj for 0 j<n&1, since ft  ( |{j |+1)
{{j C 0 for all ttj . Let ij denote the i which is selected at
stage tj . Then xij , t>tj for all ttj . Thus all ij ’s are pairwise
distinct. This contradicts the fact that there are at most n&1
different ij ’s.
None of the team members infers f from additional
information e: Let (a1 , ..., ak), k0, denote the maximal
initial segment of q which stays almost always constant, say
from stage s0 onwards. If k=n, then there are only finitely
many stages where some i is selected and f changes only
finitely often. Clearly, in this case none of the machines
infers f.
If k<n then for each i  [a1 , ..., ak] there are infinitely
many stages s+1>s0 where i=ak+1 and i is selected. This
makes the guess if Mi (e, f  r) incorrect for some r with
xi, s&1rs. Since xi grows unbounded, Mi (e, f ) infinitely
often outputs an incorrect guess.
Suppose for a contradiction that Mi (e, f ) BC-infers f for
some i # [a1 , ..., ak]. Then there is s1>2s0xi such that
.Mi(e, f  t) is an index of f for all ts1 . Let s2+1>s1
be a stage whe are some j with j=ak+1 acts. Then xak$, t
2s>s2+1 for k$k+1 and ts2 . Thus, [s2+1, 2s2] &
Li, t=< and f (s2+1)=0. Choose s3>s2 such that
.Mi (e, f  (s2+1)), s3(s2+1)=0. Then i satisfies the condition
in stage s3+1 and therefore some lk is selected, a
contradiction. K
By adaptating Proposition 4.3 to our new inference
notions we obtain that inference with probability p implies
teams inference with team size w1px. And team inference
with size k implies probabilistic inference with probability
1k.
Hence as a corollary of our results on team inference we
obtain the desired results on probabilistic inference. This is
depicted in the following table where the maximal
probabilities p are given such that REC0, 1 is inferable w.r.t.
EXprob( p) and BCprob( p) from additional information.
Additional
information
REC0, 1 #
EXprob( p)
REC0, 1 #
BCprob( p)
(m, n)-comp.,
mn2
0 0
(m, n)-comp.,
m>n2
1(n&m+1) 1(n&m+1)
T rec., (2T )n 1(n+1) 1<n+12 |
T rec., width(T)n 1n 1
T r.e., width(T)n 1n 1n
T rec., rank(T)n 1(n+1) 1max(1, n)
T r.e., rank(T)n 1(n+1) 1(n+1)
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We believe the present paper provides hope for escaping
from the dilemma in computational learning theory (as well
as in work with real robots [8]) that learning is too
unsolvable or infeasible. We have provided above some
reasonable forms of additional information that yield at
least slightly positive solvability results.
Future work could investigate improved forms of
practically available additional information toward finding
increasingly useful, solvable and feasible learnability.
We intend to consider, for example, the learning of useful
programs for maps, including route finding programs [33],
motivated by robot navigation problems. As in [12], we
would model the spaces to be navigated as graphs with
vertices representing locally distinct places [24, 25, 29] and
with edges representing conduits between them. We plan to
consider, as natural additional information, bird’s eye views,
aerial shots, or satellite photos, graph theoretically modeled
as (possibly noisy) homomorphism images of the maps
to be learned, i.e., as (approximate) copies of the maps
with some vertices coalesced. This approach would be com-
plementary to that in [20]. Our work in the present paper
suggests, for example, using homomorphic images which
limit, in each of various regions, how many vertices from the
map are coalesced. In animal learning of spatial routes to
goals, the animals attend to global, macroscopic shape
information before local clues (see, for example, [11, 17, 32]).
Homomorphic image is also a good first approximation to
global, macroscopic shape information.
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